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In the classroom 

Gearing up: 

The google voice inbox 

1. When you set up Google Voice, it al-

lows you to pick a phone number from a 

list. You can sort and search all the avail-

able numbers to pick the one you want 

most. 

2. When you receive a voicemail or a text 

at that number, it is displayed like an 

email in the inbox. It displays the phone 

number that sent it and the time it was 

received. The checkboxes allow you to 

manage multiple messages at the same 

time (i.e. archive, delete, mark as read/

unread, etc.). 

3. When voicemails are received, Google 

transcribes them. The transcription is 

pretty good if the voice is clear and the 

speaker doesn’t mumble. It transcribes 

in English only (the messages above 

were recorded in Spanish and the tran-

scriptions turned out as gibberish). 

4. Push the play button to hear the voice-

mail. The button displays how long the 

message is. 

5. By clicking the drop-down “more” but-

ton, there are many things you can do 

with your message: add a note for your-

self to the message, e-mail the message, 

download it as an mp3 file, embed it in a 

website and edit the transcript. 
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Enjoy this session? 

Bring it to your 
school or event. 

Students are facing a high-paced, quickly-changing world. 

Teachers have the great opportunity to prepare students 

for a future we can’t imagine yet. These are exciting times 

in education, and teachers have unique opportunities to 

engage students and lead them into that future. 

 

Matt Miller has presented to hundreds of Indiana teach-

ers on a number of educational technology subjects. He’s 

on the Indiana Dept. of Education’s eLearning Speakers 

Bureau. His presentations are known for being conversa-

tional and engaging. Participants leave with new ideas 

and incredibly thorough digital handouts with numerous 

links, videos and articles. 

 

 

Matt Miller 

Possible session topics include: Ditch That Textbook! The 

Paperless Classroom; Teaching with Google Apps; Social 

Networks for Teachers; Educational Technology the Right 

Way; Connecting Classrooms to the World; Blogging for 

Students and Teachers; and Broadcast with Podcasts. 

 

Contact Matt at matt@DitchThatTextbook.com to inquire 

about working with him at your school or event. Visit  

DitchThatTextbook.com/conferences for more info. 

 

Matt writes about teaching with less reliance on the text-

book with an emphasis on educational technology and 

creative teaching at DitchThatTextbook.com. 

some school uses for google voice 
1.  Traditional lesson questions: 
Haven’t ditched that textbook com-
pletely yet? Put a new twist on a com-
mon practice. Have students answer 
textbook lesson questions by voice 
instead of by pencil. Grade by listening 
or through the transcription. The 
change of pace may inspire! 
2. Audio essays: Give students a 
chance to make their case verbally. 
Audio essays – whether the 30-second 
or multiple-minute variety – let stu-
dents inform and persuade verbally, a 
skill they will likely need in the work-
force. 
3. Interviews: There are so many di-
rections this can be taken. Students 
can interview their friends for their 
opinions about topics from class. They 
can delve into their own genealogy 
with family. They could even interview 
community experts on a research 
topic. 
4. Debates: This takes interviews to 

the next level. Students get a topic 
from class and find one or more class-
mates. They grab a cell phone (or land 
line phone) and dig in for a discussion. 
5. Poetry reading: Make poetry as-
signments come to life. Students can 
write their own poetry and recite it, or 
they can give their own interpretation 
of a poem the class is studying. 
6. Speak for a character: Let students 
interpret what a character in history, in 
a story or in anything involved with 
your class would say. How would Juliet 
describe her sticky family situation? 
What would Adam Smith say about the 
state of our economy? How would a 
Haitian describe her daily life and 
struggles? 
7. Directions: Give geography map-
ping activities a new look by having 
students give directions from one place 
to another. Include important cities or 
landmarks they should know. Creativity 
reigns! 

8. Tour guide: This is similar to the 
directions activity. Students study an 
important place and take tourists on a 
verbal tour, identifying people, places 
and things and injecting information 
along the way. 
9. Predicting the future: Based on 
what’s happened in the past and what 
students have learned in class, what 
do they think the future will be like? 
10. Songs, raps, chants or cheers: 
These can be fun to write and even 
more fun to perform. Make sure they 
tie back to class content, of course. 
11. How did you solve it?: When stu-
dents hear their peers explain how 
they’ve reached a solution on a prob-
lem in math, science or any other 
class, they might be more receptive to 
hearing it. However, student explana-
tions can have mistakes (sometimes 
serious mistakes), so checking an-
swers before recording might be a 
good idea. 


